
Campus field guide



Welcome!
We’re excited to have 

you here.
Feel free to take your own personal 
tour on campus while you’re here —

there are many places to explore. Some 
spaces will give you a new perspective 
of campus while some will take you on 

a walk down memory lane. Enjoy!  
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Peter MacKinnon
Building

Designated a National Historic Site 
in 2001, the former College Building 
was the first building on campus and 

remains the focal point of campus 
life today. Walk the sloped green 

staircases that decades of students 
have walked before and marvel at the 
architecture, including the memorial 
ribbons honouring members of the 

university community who served in 
the First World War. 

Location
105 Administration Place



The Bowl

Not much has changed to this 
landmark in over 100 years, but we 

wouldn’t have it any other way. Much 
like Central Park in New York (maybe 

a far-fetched comparison?) alumni 
can breathe a sigh of relief knowing 

that this beautiful green space 
remains untouched by any building 

development. Kick a ball around, play 
some frisbee, or just lounge on the 

grass like the good old days. 

Location
Just outside the main doors of the 

Peter MacKinnon Building



Art walks

Did you know that campus is home to 
hundreds of pieces of art? Why not start 
with the classic and oh-so Instagramable 

“Garden of the Mind” in the Agriculture and 
Bioresources building. Stop into Alumni 

Central for a comprehensive art tour guide.

Location
Agriculture Building, second level atrium



Museum of Natural Sciences

There are several museums and galleries on 
campus, including the Museum of Natural 

Sciences in the Geology Building, which 
houses the fan-favourite T-Rex.

Location
Geology Building—access from the Bowl



The Diefenbaker Centre

The walking paths by the Diefenbaker 
Centre have long been a favourite for 
alumni. It includes the stretch of path 

leading to the Meewasin Trail, the 
one-of-a-kind statue and sculpture 
field, and a picturesque view of the 

Saskatoon skyline. 

Location
101 Diefenbaker Place, across the street 

(Campus Drive) from Edwards School of Business



Louis’ pub

You deserve some quality patio time. 
Louis’ pub has one of the sunniest patios 

in town. Stop in for a drink and mingle 
with current students.

Location
93 Campus Drive



Place Riel

Depending when you were on 
campus, you might remember 

the days when there were only a 
handful of places to eat in Place Riel. 
Following a substantial construction 
and redesign in 2010, the space has 

expanded to include an array of 
tasty eats and services for students, 

faculty, staff and alumni. 

Location
1 Campus Drive



Rainbow Road

Looking for a sweet selfie spot? 
Check out this colourful piece 

of pavement. Installed in 2017, the 
U of S Rainbow Road reflects the 

campus commitment to a positive, 
diverse and inclusive community.

Location
Find it between the Arts Tower 

and the Murray Library



Gordon Oakes Red Bear 
Student Centre

The beautiful new student centre is 
an inclusive intercultural gathering 

place that brings together the 
teachings, traditions and cultures 

of Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
people of Saskatchewan. Once 

inside, make sure you look up to 
see the decorated medicine wheel 
framing the ceiling and the feature 

skylight that is inspired by the 
design of a star blanket. 

Location
5 Campus Drive, between the Murray Library 

and the Arts Tower



Campus Observatory

Stargaze like a pro. Take advantage of the 
clear night skies this summer by visiting 
the Campus Observatory, free of charge 
and open to the public Saturday nights.

Location
Beside Lot 1 near Place Riel



alumni.usask.ca/alumniweekend


